Dreaming Frida
Mystery Chart SAL - Subscription
Barbara Ana Designs

Manufacturer:Barbara Ana Designs
Reference:BAN304
Price:$7.99
Description:

Barbara Ana Designs
Dreaming Frida
Mystery Chart SAL - Subscription
CROSS STITCH PATTERN RELEASED IN SUCCESSIVE PARTS

Join the fun with Barbara Ana's new SAL!

Exclusive to Creative Poppy, the design of Dreaming Frida is revealed gradually, with a new chart
published every 2 weeks.

In line with her other cross stitch tributes to the Mexican woman artist, Barbara Ana pictures Frida Kahlo
with elements reminiscent of the artist's life and passions. The design will be revealed to you over the weeks
as you stitch each part of the chart, until the work is complete.

The cross stitch pattern lists 19 DMC floss colors and is stitched on 32 count Vintage Country Mocha (3009)
Linen from Zweigart. You can also stitch it on any neutral color fabric and count of you choice.

SAL release dates

The 3 parts are released every two weeks
- Apr 1st (part 1)
- Apr 15th (part 2)
- May 1st (part 3)

If you missed the start, no worries, you can "catch up" at any time.

Download your chart each month in the SAL Subscriptions section (sign in required).
Note: Price is for the full pattern (all 3 parts).

Chart info & Needlework supplies for the full SAL pattern:
Full design size in stitches: 125 wide x 63 high
Fabric: 32 count Vintage Country Mocha (3009) Linen from Zweigart
Design Area: 8” x 4” – 20 x 10cm on 32 ct
Stitches: Cross stitch, Backstitch
Chart: Color
Threads: DMC stranded cotton
Number of colors: 19
>> download list of supplies
Themes: portrait of Mexican woman artist Frida Kahlo, passion, dreams and thoughts,

>> see all Barbara Ana Designs' works inspired by Frida Kahlo

>> see all cross stitch patterns with portraits (all designers)

All patterns on Creative Poppy's website are printable and available for instant download.

Link to the product

